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BACKGROUND
• The Gauteng Employment Growth and Development Strategy
(GEGDS) is a multi-stakeholder strategy with a vision of creating
an inclusive and sustainable Gauteng City –Region that
promotes a developmental state and an equitable society.
• To achieve this, there is only one complex, long- term strategic
objective for the province, which is to create decent work through
endogenous growth by building a growing inclusive green and
innovating economy.
• To achieve this, government must use the various drivers
available to it to address the current challenges facing the
economy and progressively, through phased strategies,
transform the economy to improve efficiency.
• Development and provision of affordable housing on well located
land to improve the quality of household life is one such driver.

GPF IN BRIEF
• GPF founded as a Trust – 2002 with a clear social delivery
mandate.
• Takes mandate from GDLGH as the founder and executive
authority
• Initial fund of R442 million in grant from DLGH towards
operational budget and capital investment activities.
• Key objective to attract private sector capital into low income
housing sector.
• Beneficiary criteria presently household monthly income of
R3500 – R15000 for social housing and affordable rental
• Governed in terms of its founding trust deed and listed in
schedule 3C under PFMA. Managed by Independent Board of
Trustees.

BACKGROUND

The Vision of the GPF is
• To be the pre-eminent partner in the mobilisation and
optimisation of new funding; and
• To be a leading catalyst in the development of affordable housing
in Gauteng.

BACKGROUND
The Mission of the GPF is:
• Facilitating dynamic collaboration within a network of public and
private sector partners,
• Securing new and innovative funding streams,
• Gearing private sector finance to ensure better viability of
projects,
• Ensuring accountability, monitoring and efficiency in the longterm management of projects, thereby ensuring that housing
financiers enter the affordable housing market on a sustainable
basis in support of sustainable human settlements and quality
household life objectives.

OUR STRATEGY
• Our strategy aligned to GDLGH strategy for sustainable human
settlements
• Provincial strategic outcome 8 sees development of 20 000
rental housing units by 2014. GPF has committed to deliver
6000 of these.
• GPF is determined to be central to the government delivery
mechanisms in realizing this outcome.
• We intend to work together with developers, investors, DFIs and
private funding institutions to raise sufficient funding for
affordable rental.
• Our role is to facilitate additional private funding streams and
devise optimal win-win structures that guarantees a balance
between private and social returns.

OUR STRATEGY CONT.
• Overarching strategic goal is to increase affordable housing
stock by involving private sector funding.
• In order to realise this goal, the GPF seeks to enhance its
visibility and credibility in the market through strategic
collaboration with a well-informed stakeholder base (both
internal and external);
• play a catalytic role in shaping the affordable housing agenda in
Gauteng, and provide timely and accurate performance
information and data on all aspects of our work.
• This enhanced recognition results from success in realizing our
mandate, and building a robust service delivery orientated
business model, which enables the GPF to speak authoritatively
on the issues facing the affordable housing segment of the
market.

OUR STRATEGY CONT.
This strategy hinges on 5 key pillars:
1. To ensure the visibility and maintain the credibility of GPF
2. To ensure facilitation of optimal funding for affordable housing
developments
3. To develop a credible and effective operating model for GPF
4. Ensure optimized financial and systems management, as well as
good governance.
5. To attract high calibre skilled and committed personnel

GPF ROLE AND MARKET POSITIONING
•

We seek to work within an network of linked partners across the public and private
sectors.

•

The GPF’s role as a galvaniser and a channel for funding to ensure coordination and
accountability.

Government
GPF
Finance Institutions/
Public & Private sector

• GDLG&H
• Municipalities
• Agencies
• Facilitation
• Funding coordination
• Banks
• DFI’s
• Developers

GPF OPERATING MODEL
• GPF is structured as a social delivery vehicle of the DLGH
• We are a risk taker and operate on a cost efficiency basis
• We do not earn market returns on our funding but meet a social
delivery objective of government - deep discount on cost of funds
(presently priced off JIBAR).
• We put up first layer risk capital and thus take a subordinated
first loss position in the funding structures of projects (up to
30%).
• We expect the investor/developer to put up some minimum
equity to demonstrate seriousness and have a “skin in the
game”. Security is shared with senior debt holders.
• Repayments are structured to match the cash flows with
maximum term of 20 years.

GPF OPERATING MODEL CONT.
• Our funding model depends on availability of 3rd party funding
from the market - (We entice senior debt providers o take
advantage of our low priced risk instruments and increase their
quantum of funding).
• We have formed co-funding partnership with banks, notably
ABSA and SBSA in the past, wherein the cost of funds has been
reduced by reducing market risk through GPF interventions
• Our clients have also benefited from various funding
arrangements we have with TUHF and NHFC.
• Since we do not measure our returns in line with market but in
terms of the generation of additional affordable housing stock, we
balance return on capital with achievement of social delivery
goals (Return of capital vs. Return on capital).

GPF MARKET INTERVENTIONS

PERFORMANCE TO DATE
• To date funded over R400 million and generated private sector
funding of approx. R2.4 billion.
• 20 000 social and affordable rental housing units facilitated.
• Have consistently obtained clean audit opinion from AGSA with
commendations
• GPF has established itself as a premier DLGH advocacy and
funding agency promoting funding partnerships between
government and private sector.
• Upholds highest standards of governance
• Boasts highly qualified financial structuring, technical, social
transformation specialists and development practitioners.

GPF PERFORMANCE
Funded projects to a value over to R400 million
Leveraging over R2.2 billion of private funding
Facilitated approximately 20 000 social housing units
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PERFORMANCE TO DATE
GPF defines success in three ways:
1. Leveraging government capital resource
GPF provides 30% of the project cost and has to date
leveraged appx. R2.4 billion of private sector funding for
affordable housing.
2. Transformation of underdeveloped areas
GPF has a focus on Gauteng only and especially its
underdeveloped areas as demarcated in the municipal IDP’s.
These could be townships or areas requiring urban
rejuvenation. GPF has had visible evidence of transformation
from funded projects.
3. The impact of GPF funded projects
GPF projects are aligned to governments affordable housing
mandate and to date we have facilitated the delivery of 20 000
rental units for low income households earning between
R3 500 and R15 000 per month. The impact of accommodating
people would be three to four people per unit that equals to
approximately 70 000 people housed.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS
•

The housing construction sector boasts one of the highest
employment multipliers in South Africa and has the potential to
significantly address unemployment in the country. A recent study by
the University of Cape Town found that it takes between 1200 and
1500 man hours to build a 40m2 house, with the average being
approximately 1289 hours. This comprises 541 hours of skilled and
748 hours of unskilled work. This translates to 2.5 people employed
continuously to complete a typical house in 13 weeks.

•

A social housing project will have a positive impact on the
neighbourhood safety and security. The overall conclusion is that
social housing projects provide benefits that go well beyond the
mere creation of housing but rather is playing an important role in
creating sustainable human settlements. The social housing projects
provide numerous indirect benefits which include improvement to
accessibility and employment, leisure and social amenities.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS
• There is strong anecdotal evidence that social housing can act
as a catalyst for urban rejuvenation. Social housing can resurrect
property values in the area. Furthermore, jobs will be created
through the maintenance and management of social housing
units, the payment of rates and taxes and the expenditure on
goods and services by households directly related to the social
housing project.
• Social housing residents surveyed reported an improvement in
the quality of life for their children, health and security.
• Social housing projects are designed to ensure healthy and
integrated communities rather than just to provide shelter.

CURRENT CHALLENGES
•

As I have indicated our funding model requires third party
participation in the funding structure.

•

The economic cycle factors invariably changes the portfolio riskreturn configuration which affects the level of funding by GPF.

•

The recent melt-down in the global financial markets is a case in
point.

•

We have seen our major local bank partners re-examining their
appetite for affordable housing risk resulting in sharp retreat from
the sector.

•

This has created tremendous pressures as demand for housing
continues unabated.

•

There has also been a visible shortage of institutional subsidy funds
from government, which has adversely affected delivery of social
housing projects.

•

What happened to the FSC low income housing commitments?

TOWARDS ENHANCED PARTNERSHIP MODEL
• We want to work within the network of linked partners across the
public and private sectors.
• This network will involve GPF as a trusted facilitator and a
channel for public development funds to ensure coordination with
private sector funds and thus accountability.
• Social housing funded through government subsidies,
restructuring capital grants and CSI funds from corporate SA.
• For most entrepreneur-driven affordable rental projects
government will continue to provide risk instruments through
GPF to reduce project risk.
• DFIs and other public funders will be involved by way of funding
arrangements with GPF as their preferred funding vehicle in this
market segment.

TOWARDS ENHANCED PARTNERSHIP MODEL
• Details of optimal funding arrangements are currently being
explored with Pension Funds, DBSA, PIC, NHFC and other
DFIs.
• We hope to achieve a better blending of return expectation and
a win-win outcome through appropriate risk sharing with our
funding partners.
• SA banks will continue to be critical partners in achieving
government housing agenda and will continue to engage them.
• Primary objective for GPF is to work towards meeting GPG
outcome of 20000 affordable rental units by 2014.
Let us work together to build more sustainable human
settlements.

